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TABLE II Relationship between Physical s,stem, SanctionlnJ Rules, and-
AarfcuIturaI Produc:tMty 

War. Sanctions Vary 
Withdrawals May be from Very Small Penalties 

forfeited for te 'M!II 
RUe Infraction Substantial Enforced 

.6cricultural 
Group Productivity No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Group I: (5) (21) (II) (13) (7) (19) 

Systems Without , 


lining &WIthout Below (4) (5) (5) (2)' (5) (4) 

Permanent Mean IK)% 24% 45% 15% 71% 21% 

Head'NOI1<s 

NxNe (I) (16) (6) (II) (2) (15) 
Mean 20% 76% 55% 85% 29% "I'99b 

p=.02 p=.1 p=.02 

Group 2: '(20) (9) (10) (12) (17) (14) 

Systems With 

Partial lining & Bebw (10) (2) (4) (4) (7) (7) 

Without Mean SO% 22% 40% 33% 41% 50% 

Permanent 

Headworks NxNe (10) (7) (6) (8) (10) (7) 


Mean SO% 78% 60% 67% S9% 50% 
p= .16 p= .7S p::::: .62 

Group 3: (13) (13) (15) (12) (12) (16) 

Systems With 

Permanent Below (13) (8) (13) (9) (II) (13) 

Head'NOI1<s Mean 100% 62% 87% 7S% 92% 81% 


NxNe (3) (0) (5) (2) (I) (3) 
Mean 0% 38% 13% 25% 8% 19% 

p= .01 P =.4 p= .44 

Group 1 systems that exhibited high levels of 
trust, 15 (nearly 90%) had above average per
formance. Similarly, of the 9 Group 1 systems 
that exhibited low to moderate levels of trust, 
seven (78%) were below average in agricultural 
productivity. Only in Group 1 were more than 
half of the systems characterized by very high 
levels of rule conformance. In Groups 2 and 3, 
about half of the systems were not character
ized by high levels of rule conformance. 

Index of Institutional Development 

To get a somewhat more comprehensive view 
of the relationship between types of rules, trust, 
and rule-following, on the one hand, with agri
cultural productivity on the other hand, we have 
constructed an index of institutional develop
ment by assigning a 1 to the presence of, or a 0 
to the absence of any of the seven institutional 
variables that \te have discussed. These are dis
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TABLE 12 Relationship between Physical System. Partidpant Intaractions, and 
Agricultural Produdivity 

levels of Trust Extent of Rule 
Following 

~ultural to Low to 
Group Productivity Moderate High Moderate High 

Group I: 
Systems Without 
Uning& 
WithOlt: 
Permanent 
HeadworIcs 

Below 
Mean 

Above 
Mean 

(9) 
(7) 

78% 

(2) 
22% 

(17) 
(2) 

12% 

(15) 
88% 

(10) 
(6) 

60% 

(4) 
40% 

(16) 
(3) 

19% 

(13) 
81% 

p= .00 p= .03 

Group 2: (13) (18) (18) (14) 
Systems With Below (8) (6) (10) (5) 
PartiaJ lining & Mean 62% 33% 59% 33% 
WithOlt: 
Permanent 
Headworks Above (5) (12) (8) (9) 

Mean 38% 67% 41% 67% 
p= .12 P = .15 

Group 3: (14) (15) (15) (14) 
Systems With 
Permanent Below (12) (12) (13) (II) 
Headworks Mean 86% 80% 86% 79% 

Above (2) (3) (2) (3) 
Mean 14% 20% 13% 21% 

p=.68 P =.56 

played in Tables 10 through 12. A system that 
hac; a S4.:ore of 7 for this index would have been 
coded as: 1) recording attendance related to 
routine maintenance, 2) recording water rights, 
3) potentially denying water to farmers Who 
broke rules, 4) using graduated punishments for 
rule infractions, 5) enforcing penalties well, 6) 
having high levels of trust, and 7) having high 
levels of rule conformance. The distribution of 
systems on this index is shown in Table 13. 

In Table 14, we examine the relationship be
tween the index of institutional development and 
agrirultural productivity within each of the three 
groups of irrigation systems discussed above. 6 

All of the Group 1 systems that scored less than 
4 on the index of institutional development had 
below average agricultural productivity, while 
890/0 of the Group 1 systems that scored at least 
a 4 were above average. If this pattern consist
ently held for all three groups, one could con· 
clude that the likelihood of an irrigation system 
achieving above average performance is greatly 
enhanced when the system has adopted at least 
four of the rules and rule following behavior 
described above. On the other hand, having such 
rules is no guarantee of above average perform
ance given the many other factors, such as soil, 
water availability, slope, availability of sun, etc., 
which also influence agril.'Ultural produ4.:tivity. 
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TABLE 13 Distribution of Systems on ttle Index of Institutional Development 

Systems where Systems where 
Infonnation on Index of infonnatlon on Index of 

Index of InstitutionalInstitutional InstiMionai Development Institutional Development and 
Dewlopment Is available Productivity Data is available 

o 
1 
1 
3 .. 

5 
6 
1 

Total 

3 
1 
II 
10 

'9 
12 
19 
15 

88 

3 
2 
10 
10 
6 
9 
16 
13 

69 
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Several of the Group 2 systems have missing data 
for one or more of the several variables used in 
computing the index of institutional develop
ment. For those systems where we have com· 
plete data, ~ of the 12 systems that scored at 
least a 4 on the index of institutional develop· 
ment, had above average agricultural produc· 
tivity while 5 of the 10 Group 2 systems that 
had a score of less than 4 were below average. 
For Group 3 systems, 3 of the 13 systems that 
scored at least a 4 on the index had above aver
age agricultural productivity, while only one of 
nine tbat bad ascore of less than 4 were above' 

average. 

The pattern of relationships is quite clear for 
Group 1 systems. For Group 3 systems, it would 
appear that the type of permanent headworks 
built on many of the Nepali irrigation systems 
do not improve performance even",on some of 
the well-established systems that have many rules 
in place. But, an even greater puzzle exists in 
regard to Group 2 systems where above aver
age agrirultural performance is achieved on 50% 
of the systems that do not have fully articulated 
rules and levels of trust and rule following. 

We have tried to understand what might explain 
the substantial differences in the effect of rules 
on performance among the three different typeS 
of irrigation systems varying in the extent of 
modern engineering wor~. In asking ourselves 
which systems were classified within each of the 
three groups, we noted that 15 of the Group 2 
systems were located in Sindhupalchowk and 
were part of an innovative Water and Energy 
Commission Secretariat (WECS) intervention. 
This is discussed in some depth in Shivakoti 
(1992a) and lam and Shivakoti (1992). 

This intervention was designed by colleagues as
sociated with the International Irrigation Man
agement Institute (JIMl) in Nepal who have had 
substantial experience with a wide diversity of 
farmer organized irrigation systems in Nepal and 
who recognized that many of the poorly oper
ating, fanner systemS lacked effective rules. A£

ter an initial survey and assessment of their ca
pacity for physical improvement, 19 systems 
were selected for external assistance. Each of 
the systems selected for help was not as produc
tive as it could be due to needs for improved 
engineering works and improved institutional 
arrangements (WECS/IIMI, 1990). Farmers in 
each of the systems had to agree to provide a 
substantial amount of the labor needed to im
prove their physical works, and to participate 
in a peer training program. In this training pro
gram. the farmers from the selected systems were 
taken to visit two irrigation systems where the 
{arm:rs had orwmized themselves effectively and 
were highly productive. The visiting farmers 
watched an annual meeting, held a seminar with 
the farmers of the successful systems, and ex
amined the systems' physical works and main
tenance schedules. 

Funds provided by the Ford Foundation were 
used to support the training effort, and to in
vest in the design of improved works sllch as 
lining in key segments, and providing PCB pipes 
to serve as better aqueducts to replace malfunc
tioning wooden logs. Canal alignments were 
shifted in some systems so that a larger area 
could be served or that water was more reli
able. The fanners receiving this assistance were 
fully involved in the design of these improve
ments and had to agree to the designs before 
any of the funds could be used to purchase 
materials. The farmers did most of the labor; 
they also learned exactly how the improved 
systems were laid out and how best to maintain 
that system. The intervention intended to en
courage farmers to design their own rules to 
address the partirular problems they faced. 
Thus, a process of rule development was initi
ated. The Sindhupalchowk systems, however, 
were not rushed into the task of devising all the 
rules they would eventually need.7 

The data we report in Tables 10 through 14 in
clude information that was obtained in Decem
ber 1991 from 15 of the 19 systems included in 
this WECS/IIMI project. All of these projects 






















